INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE INTEGRATION

FLUID MEASUREMENT, TRACKING & REPORTING DONE RIGHT
Welltrax is the cloud-based, bulk commodity trucking software solution
that allows you to make smarter decisions, manage processes more
effectively, and optimize your business- all in real time.

Easy Data Setup &
Assisted Dispatch

Live Dispatching
& Tracking

Bulk Delivery &
Load Management

Performance Review
& Reporting

Custom Invoicing &
Driver Settlements

With the Hydro-Gauge system, the volume of the truck is now
known to the gallon. The exact volume is measured when a
truck is done unloading, with 99.99% accuracy. We have
partnered with an advanced software company, Welltrax, to
create a seamless transportation management experience
when using the Hydro-Gauge on your truck. The exact volume is
transmitted via a 4-20mA bluetooth signal, and the real-time
data is then stored in the software program. The Welltrax
platform goes beyond e-ticketing.....it improves regulatory
reporting, manages traffic controls & inbound logistics to
optimize traffic flows, and much more.
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THE BULK COMMODITY TRUCKING SOFTWARE SOLUTION

AUTOMATED DISPATCH
monitor the fill level in tanks using
level controls
determine when to schedule &
move the fluid
real time visibility during routing

99.99%

With fluid being transported to multiple well sites, multiple vendors &
multiple destinations, you now have the ability to know where your fluid
is, and exactly how much. The Hydro-Gauge measures the volume in
your truck with 99.99% accuracy, and collects that data in real time.
With the Welltrax software, you can manage your fluid in an efficient
way and optimize driver schedules to reduce overall costs.

ELIMINATE INEFFICIENCIES
know exactly how much is unloaded
from your truck, every time
schedule trucks to eliminate traffic
jams during unload
work around delays & log jams

THE WELLTRAX ADVANTAGE
extremely easy to use with a robust platform
customizable to individual needs
remote access control & troubleshooting 24/7
geo-fencing functionality
real-time live data will get you paid faster
optimize driver schedules
live two-way messaging with voice capability so
the driver doesn't take their eyes off the road
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www.vertrax.com/welltrax

